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This year, Harding sponsored the Searcy Holiday of Lights by providing a light structure in Berryhill Park. The university's front lawn, Spring Park, Berryhill 
Park and Downtown Searcy are bright with Christmas lighting. 
By Garrett Howard 
S1udentWriter 
Aramark hosted a "VVeigh the 
Waste" program in the Ch arles 
W hite Dining Hall from Nov. 30 
to Dec.4. 
This marks the first time a "Weigh 
the Waste" program has been implc· 
menrOO in conjunction with Harding's 
dining services. According to Ara-
mark District Marketing Manager 
Kasey Schl11t<.:nnan, the goal of the 
program is to bring visibility to the 
subject of post-consumer foo<I waste, 
as well as reduce the amount of food 
being thrown away on a daily basis. 
u\\lhile we measure every bit of 
waste behind the scenes in our kitch-
ens, we do nor have a regular form of 
measuring the waste that comes in 
from our customers," Schluterman 
said. "This is a good way of showing 
that waste and bringing awareness 
to our customers." 
"Weigh the Waste~ is a national line associates, concluded that from 
program run through Aramark and Monday to Thursday an average of 
is not limited 10 Harding. Accord- 105 pounds of food was wasted per 
ing to Schlutcrman, the program day in the cafeteria. 
is curren tly being launched at all I n addition to raising awareness 
Aramark higher education accounts of food waste, Schluterman said the 
in Arkansas during one semester program prO\'ides an opportunity 
each academic year. for the dining team to focus on 
In order to participate in the pro- sustainability at Harding. 
gram, students deposit any leftover "While the goal is to reduce food 
food that remained on their plates waste, thcre isalsoagrcatopportunity 
into a designated bin after dining for the dining team to support :mJ 
in the cafeteria. encourage the sustainability focus 
According to the World Research :11 Harding,- Schluterman said. 
Institute (WRI),about one-third of uWe have an extremely important 
all food produced worldwide (worth role on the campus and could be a 
around Sl trillion) gets lost or wasted strong partner in the sustainability 
in food production and consumption efforts of the campus." 
systems. In the U.S. alone, 30 IO 40 Another "\\leigh the Waste~ 
percent of the food supply is wasted, program is scheduled for the spring 
equaling more than 20 pounds of 2016 semester al ll arding, and '-""===" AMANDA FLOYD I The Bison 
food per person per momh. although the exact date remains Aramark's "Weigh the Waste" progra m aims to help stu-
lbcv .. -asceooilcctiontcunatHarding, unspecifi ed , it wil l be another dents conserve waste. The program is not limited to just 
run by a variation of Aramark's front week-long program. Ha rding, but has been la unche d statewide. 
Bob Goff, Brad Montague visit campus, speak on justice and mercy 
AMANDA FLOYD I The Bison 
Bob Goff, law professor at Pepperdine University a nd 
la wyer s peaks at "A Night fo r Jus tice a nd Me rcy" 
on Dec . 4. Goff said a lthoug h he a rgues for a living, 
he a lways c hoos e s to love a nd respect others. 
By Savanna OiStefa no to have just regular conversa- ethics and social work a1pstone tn1ly about mercy then you're 
Features Editor tions; they lrn.ven't let pride classes.,'ThcR.oost.,..,.'l!]t lnstirutc, about the same thing God 
The Mitchell Center for get in the way." and sdocted business srudents cares about," Montague said. 
Leadership and Ministry Montague said I-larding lmoedooethissemesterregarding ul think that it's going to be 
(MCLM) hosted MA Night has been a special place 10 differem aspects of poverty in really exciting to see what 
for Justice and MercyM on him since he first visi1ed in Searcy. Baker said this was the Harding students do after 
Dec. 4-5 for one hour of junior high for the National first time srudenrs from four this weekend or after their 
credit. Brad Mont:tgue,m..oaror Leadership Forum. I le has different departments and an time here.~ 
and direcior of the You Tube been fcarured several times at organiz.ation havt:romplcteda Goff said justice and mercy 
character Kid President, Bob Uplift, a yearly summer camp project together.The students is shown through loving others. 
Goff, Ugandan consulate and hosted by Harding. presented their rcsean:h and He said he receives hundreds 
authorof~Love Does,"tothe ul lo\'e being in a room fu1l rcsolutionsduringthesemiruu' of emails and phone calls a 
U.S. visiting missionary Alan of young people because it's a Saturday afternoon after a day and answers them to help 
Howell, and assistlllt professor room fu1l ofhapc,"Montaguc panel discussion with Harding others feel respected. 
of Bible Nathan Guy, were said."lt's aroom full ofpossi- alumniTerranceTalley,asocial ~fu an advocate, as a guy 
keynote speakers. biliry,and ifl can play a small worker in New York, and Beki that argues fora living, I just 
Seventy- five students part in reminding them their Dunagan,assistantdirectorof knowthatlovingpcoplealways 
were enrolled in the course. pmvt.'Tand!X'SSibiliryofwhat's the Arkansas Department of works, and I just want ro do 
The number of sn1dcnts who ahead of them, what tfx.yWl~d I luman Services Division of something that will work," 
attended was above average, do, then it's worth the drive." Children and Family Services. Goff said. "If(your life) isn't 
according to Dr. Andrew Coff,who is alsoa lawyer Monfab'UCandGoffspokc worlcingfurthepeoplearound 
Baker,directorofthcMitchell and a professor of law at in thcAdministralionAudi- you,itisn'tworkingfor you." 
Center and assistant profcs- Pcppcrdinc University, was torium Saturday night,which Baker said the seminar 
sor of Bible. Junior Mason invited to speak by Baker. He was open to all students and fulfi lled expectations and 
Williams said he attended saidhisduryistobeacccssible the public. Terrance Talley taught him the importance 
the seminar because the topic to people. and the East Coast Singers, ofhumility. He said he hoped 
was interesting to him. "I'm the available guy," a singing group from New students were as inspired as 
"l got tohearfromsevcral Goff said. "I don't need to be York, performed before and he was. 
very wise people ... who have the smartcstb'llY,I just need to after the keynote speakers. "If you listen to all the 
gone out into the world and be the available guy .. . I'm not Montague said srudems speakers, I think what rang 
arc quite successful, to say trying to be popular,(and) I'm have the opportunity to take out is that you have to humbly 
the least, yet they still have trying to (be) present." the principles of justice and loveamhvhatromesfrom that 
a strong faith foundation in Baker said the theme of mercy in any field ofsrudyto is justice and mercy," Baker 
God,"Williamssaid. "I talked the seminar derived from the minister to others. said. "I hope what students 
with both Brad (Montague) n:scarchthat srudcnts&omthe "l'verometoleamifyou're heard was an invitation to 
and Bob (Goff) and was able leadership and ministry, media truly about justice and you're participation." 
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The story of Helen Keller 
comes to the Ulrey 
Performing Arts Center 
Previous editor of The Bison 
and her husband 
re invent fi tness writing 
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Students work 
miracles on stage 
By Sara Denney 
Student Writer 
T he H arding Theatre 
Department is finishing off 
the semester with the story of 
Helen Keller in "The Miracle 
Worker." 
~The Miracle Worker" 
follows Keller, played by 
junior Rachel McCready as 
she learns to navigate the 
world without sight or hearing. 
Keller's t eacher Anne 
Sullivan is played by senior 
H olly Cannon for her senior 
seminar project. 
"I love the story." Dottie 
Frye, theatre professor and 
director of "The Miracle 
Worker,~said. "(It) is a story 
of inspiration and the fact that 
it is real is what 's excit ing. 
We do one-on-one work 
on understanding who the 
character really was and how 
can Holly bring that to the 
stage and make it come alive." 
Cannon said she is excited 
to tackle the challe nge of 
playing such an inspiring 
character. 
"Anne SuUivan is a his-
t or ical character and (t he 
play) is a historical piece," 
C annon said. "I did a ton of 
research and prqlaration over 
the summer. And I helped 
with t he auditions since I 
was prccast because it was 
my senior (seminar)." 
Approximately 15 women 
auditioned for t he part of 
Keller, according to Frye, 
and McCrcady was chosen. 
MoC~..KJ.i.o""not 
involved with theater until 
college, but she is enjoying 
and thriving in her role as 
Helen Keller. 
McCrcady said she will not 
be wearing her usual coni-acts 
or glasses during the show. 
"Not being able to read 
people's expressions during 
the show makes me just one 
step closer w what Helen's 
life would look like," M c-
C ready said. 
McCready said one of the 
most challenging aspects has 
been looking at things, but 
not allowing herself to fully 
register what she is actually 
seeing. 
"Hclen wasasmart,sman 
child but she was los1," Frye 
said. "The ultimate gift is when 
(Helen's mom) realizes that 
Anne Sullivan will open the 
world for this child." 
C annon is not the only 
student whose senior seminar 
project is connected to "The 
M iracle Worker." Senior 
theater major Alli Lee is in 
charge of the costumes. 
1h is includes designing 
new costumes and pulling 
from whatthe theater depart-
ment already has available. 
Lee worked to adapt those 
pieces with McKay M urray, 
the department's full time 
costume designer, to create 
the perfec1 cosrumes. 
Both Cannon and Lee~ 
done extensive research to pul 
the show together while still 
maintaining the historical 
accuracy of the show. 
"The story is more about 
a cure and (a) hope that 
comes,"Cannon said. "We're 
aJI broken people. It's really 
powerful to see and be a part 
of because it is so raw, fresh 
and honest." 
MThe Miracle Worker" 
"Jr's really hard to pretend opened at 7 p.m. on Dcc. 10 
that I cannot see or hear andwillrunthroughDec. 12. 
anything,n McCready said. T ickets are available at the 
In order to immerse herself door and cost SlO or are free 
even further into the role, with the CAB pass. 
EMILY EASON I The Bison 
Junior Rachel Mccready and f reshman Kadia 
Grant portray the story of Helen Keller In "The 
Miracle Worker." The play opened at 7 p.m. on 
Dec. 10, and will run through Dec. 12. 
EMILY EASON I The Bison 
The mechanical building behind the Swald and Christy Swald Center for Health Sciences under-
goes reconstruction after a recent fire. The fire damaged Internet and phone communications to 
the physical therapy program as well as heating and cooling options to the Swald building and the 
Henry and Grace Farrar Center for Health Sciences. 
Fire damage forces 
facility adjustments 
By Kaleb Turner heating equipment to install a plan had been developed, impacted by the fire, con~ 
Editorial Asst. if we could not get something and at 1 a.m. on Tuesday, Struction is still taking place 
After a fire in a mechanical in the plant running.~ network service was restored on the mechanical building, 
building shut down Internet DeRamus said that after to t he Swaid and Farrar and according to DeRamus, 
and phone communications the insu rance company's buildings. Network services t he process of replacing 
to the physical therapy (PT) forensic investigators re- to the PT program building and reinstalling permanent 
program located next to leased the build ing to his were restored on Wednesday equipment will take several 
Unicy Health's south campus department on Wednesday, afternoon. months to complete as some 
on South M ain Street, as Nov. 18, David Kelly, director Assistant Provost for the of the equipment can rake a 
well as heating and cooling of special projects, brought Center for Heahh Sciences while to arrive. 
options to t he Swaid and in a crew to start the clean D r.Julie Hixson-Wallace said P hysical Resources is 
C hristy Swaid Cen1er for up procedures. In addition, that the main concern of her now evaluating the situation 
H ealth Sciences (Swaid) M cM illion led effor ts to department and faculty was and working to equip the 
and the Henry and G race remove pump motors and the nt."tWOrk conm .. 'Ction, as all three mechanical buildings 
Farrar Center for H ealth v:i.lves from the building that oftheirtcstsrcquire lntcrnc1 on campus with fire safety 
Sciences (Farrar) buildings could be refurbished to make connection to be completed. devices and systems and to 
on Sunday, Nov. 15, Harding thc buildingoperational again. Faculty was instructed to reevaluate the need for such 
officials are assessing t he h ave students upload or systems in small buildings 
situation and working to " Taking c are o f com plete tests at another and storage sheds. 
complete reconstruct ion of p e ople is o ur main Internet-accessible location. "Taking care of people 
the fire-stricken building. focus w he n we ins tall Also, srudents were asked to is our main focus when we 
According to D anny fi re safet y d e vices dress in layers to adjust to installfircsafetydeviccsand 
D e R am u s, di rect o r of and systems, but this the Auctuating tempcrarures systems, but this event has 
Physical Resources, after event h as b ro ught with no heating and cooling brought to our attention 
learning about t he fire, t o our atte n tion the systems in place. the need for protecting our 
his department and others need . t o s up p ly H ixson-Wallace said that ability to supply essential 
began work immediately to e s sential services t o while a couple of days tO\wrds services to those buildings 
restore communications and those buildings also." the end of that week became also,· DeRamus said. 
heating and cooling to the 
-Da nny DeRamu s 
a little warm, things could IS&T is examining the 
affected buildings. have been a lot worse, and issue as well, and is raking 
"I fo und out about the Director of Phys ical she was thankful for the swift steps to ensure that in the 
fire on Sunday morning at Resources response of the depanments event of a similar siruation, 
5:15," DeRamus said. "By who excccded her expectations network service to buildings 
the time l got (to the scene), According to Assistant for restoring all that was lost on campus remains online. 
there were three fi re trucks Vice President oflnformation in the building. "We have learned several 
fight ing a fully (engulfed} Systems and Technology " It was an incred ibly things, bot the main one is that 
building. We started cleaning (IS&.T) Mike C halcnburg, --·tt;,soo-Wal- we will be installing another up some after the fire depart- his department was notified lace said . "The dedication 
mcnt lei us in and started of 1hc fi re around 6 a.m. of all the people who were 
fiber pathway to the Swaid 
doing an assessment of the on Sunday, and by 9 a.m., involved, from IS&T to building/ C halenburg said. 
damage. Dana McMillion, they had begun plann ing Physical Resources, was just "The mechanical building 
(maintenance director of for interim restoration of really commendable. They wound up be ing a single 
Physical Resources), contacted commu n ication s to t he worked around the clock.~ point of fai lure. We try to 
a few equipment vendors to buildings impacted by the W hile all systems are avoid those, but this one 
see about renting NC and fire. At 9 a.m. on Monday, restored to all buildings slipped through somehow. 
Check out lhellnk.hordlng.edu for exclusive footage of the front lawn 
lighting ceremony. Check out page 48 for responses to @Zanta_Bison. 
Supreme Court considers college affirmative action case 
By Hannah Moore and San Antonio, 75 percent crimination within a culture." even before admission and that he does not agree with students who would not 
Beat Reporter of the current freshman class The lawsuit was heard in enrollment. affirmative action practices, otherwise have the chance 
The U.S. Supreme Court is Hispanic or black. a U.S. District Court, which "Affirmative action can be including ones adopted by to attend college. 
heard Fisher v. UT thi s lhe uni\'ersicy wanted to upheld the university's policy. a positive step in increasing colleges. MAffinnative action is not 
Wednesday, Dec. 9,revisiting pick up minority students It was then appealed to the divers.icy at many universities, it's reverse racism,"Baker perfect, as the critics have 
the constirution:ilicyof college from suburban, majority 5 th U.S. C ircuit Court of but I have always thought said. "College entry is often pointed out,~ Carpenter 
affirmative action procedures. white schools outside of the Appeals, which also issued it may be best to focus on morediffio.thforwhirestudents, said. ~It can lead to reverse 
The date for when the opinion immediate, urban area, and a similar opinion. The case recruiting efforts which will even if they have the grades discrimination, it undercuts 
will be issued is unknown. since Fisher did not graduate was again appealed to 1he introduce to a campus a more to show that they worked as meritocracy and it can rein-
In 2008, the University of in the top 10 percentile, she U.S. Supreme Court in 2012, diverse prospective srudent hard as everyone else, while force stereorypes. A cursory 
Texas at Austin (UT) denied was denied admission. Fisher and in 2013, it was remanded body rather t han trying to a srudent of lesser merit of look at the education system 
admission to undergraduate filed a lawsuit against the back to the 5th Circuit Court. select a diverse student body a minori ty can gain entry. shows without a doub1 that 
Abig.ti.l Hsl)Ct", a whire UOO"lan. university, claiming that UTs After further review in 2014, from those who apply for ad- Diversity is a great thing, but we very much still live in a 
E;ghty-on< I"="' of the 200! affirmative action practice the 5th Circuit Court again mission,"Dillan:isaid .MDoing ifit doesn't happen narurally, time of separate and unequal 
incoming class was admitted unconstitutionally classifies sided with UT, and on June so would cause univer-;ities to which I believe it can, then schooling, wherein many JX>Or 
duetoaTexas lawstacingthat individuals by race in their 29 of this year, the Supreme rethink recruiting strategies it is meaningless. people and minority groups 
any applicant who graduated admissions process, violating Court announced that it \"'lUld and evaluate what they are Heath Carpenter, English are educated in drasticaUy in-
from a Texas high school the 14th AmeOOrooit guar.mrre hear the case again. doing at the beginning of instructor and sponsor for ferior public schools compared 
in the rop 10 percentile is to equal protection. G lenn Dillard, assistant the recruiting cycle rather the Roosevelt ]nstitute, said with more affluent srudents. 
r:7r~~o~ 
Simply put, affirmative vice president of enrollment than waiting unt il enough that even though affirmative The argument is that, though 
action isany"policyoffu\.OOng management, said that collegco; srudem.s have applied to then action can kad to some adverse i111perfcct, affirmative action 
of the area, which inefudes members of a disadvantaged should consider d iversity se.leci the new student class.~ side effects, it still provides is attempting to solve moral 
cities like Dallas, Houston group who suffer from dis- dwing the recruitment process, Senior Jacob Baker said a valuable opportunity for and philosophical injustices.~ 
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semester abroad, I reference this fact 
whenever possible (much to the amuse-
ment of my family and friends, I'm sure). 
So naturally, when I was asked to write 
a piece commenting on Justin Bieber's 
la1es1 music video, which was filmed in 
Iceland, 1 accepted. I'm an authority on 
~he subject, after all. Did I mention I've 
been to Iceland? 
While I'm not a Belieber, I have to 
admit that the video for 'Tll Show You" 
is often strikingly beautiful, highlighting 
the majesty ofSkOgafoss Waterfall (been 
there) and JOku lsirl6n Glacial Lagoon 
(also been there). I didn't quite understand have watched as hundreds of years passed 
Bieber's decision to swim half-naked in by, as innocent moss grew unmolested on 
near-freezing temperatures. However, I the lava-encrusted rocks of the countryside, 
was enjoying a pleasant trip down memory untouched by the ravages of human civili-
lane ... and then he committed the cardi- zation. Had you heardJohannes'warning, 
nal sin of Icelandic travel.Justin Bieber, Bieber, you would not have rolled in that 
Canadian heartthrob, rolled in the moss. · moss. You wouldn't have dared. 
1 don't know that I can adequately It 's possible that Bieber, punk tha1 he is, 
express the gravity of this siruation. Upon simply didn't know what a grievous offense 
our arrival in Iceland, our tour gu ide he was committing. It's also possible that 
Johannes presented us with rwo simple he's a heartless, unfeeling moss murderer. 
rules. First, you must never call Icelandic Perhaps it's not for me, Iceland enthusiasr 
horses ponies, as doing so will offend though I am, to judge. But if you're looking 
them. Second, and most importantly, you to travel the world any time soon, here's a 
must never set foot on the delicate moss piece of advice: rake time to understand 
growing on the lava fields. As though he the cultures surrounding you and respect 
were the Beast guarding the West Wing, the environments you encounter. 
or Dumblcdore keeping students our of And if you don't, make sure Johannes 
the third floor corridor, he srernly warned doesn't catch you. 
us, "lt is forbidden. n 
I promise you, Mr. Bieber, had you 
seen the look in Johannes' eyes at that 
moment - the shee r pride, patriotism 
and protectiveness - you would have felt 
what I felt in 1hat momenr. You would 
MELISSA HITE is o beat reporter 
for the Bison. She may be con· 
tocted at 
mhlte@hardlng.edu. 
don't mind me ... 
Digging 
Christmas holes 
Mfn~;::"h:::~ allow a fake Christmas tree 
He is a tree-hugger (not 1he radical kind) who 
has maximized his half-acre ofland by transforming 
it into a miniarure nursery, specializing in small-
to medium-sized shrubbery, as well as evergreens. 
However, this is a man who also works long 
hours and rarely has rime on weekends to deal with 
trivialities, such as deciding which Christmas tree 
will bear our its rivals for a spot in our living room 
on the 25th.And making the decision is the easiest 
part of the process, fo r my dad is not the kind of 
person to cut down a tree and then lay it out with 
the trash on January 1st. No, it will be brought into 
our home with a metaphorically beating heart and 
re-planted come spring thaw. Like I said, he is a 
tree-hugger (not the radical kind). He is a good 
man who simply loves trees, which is why the 
ornamental evergreen is the one tradition that can 
never be excluded from our festivities. 
So when it comes to Christmas, some of my 
earliest memories are of digging. Like the OOys from 
"Holes,"I was challenged to dig until J discovered 
who I was on the inside ... Nah,just kidding. I 
was a kid, so it was fun to get dirty. 
"Friends." ''The atmosphere. The 
easy-going relaxation 
that you find here." 
"Defritely my friends." ''The people. lhey're 
nlOfe ike family than 
anything." 
The problem is, winter ground is not easy for 
digging. So most of the rime the tree that Mwon~ 
was the tree which we had already dug around in 
months past. Why were so many trees pre-dug.you 
ask? My dad has a bad habit of perpetually moving 
trees &om the front yard to the back, primarily for 
his own amusement and my anguish, I think. How 
the two of us would go about moving these trees, 
with no large mechanical equipment whatsoever, 
is another story entirely. I will tell you that the 
process involved an 80s toboggan, about 12 feet 
of chain link and a couple of winches. I had an 
interesting childhood. 
Carson's controversial Constitutional consensus 
Back to my talc of C hristmas digging. Because 
my dad was always occupied with work and basic 
home care, we usually ended up dealing with the 
hassle of Christmas decorating on the 24th. While 
that may seem like sacrilege, it was an advenrurc to 
my)OUJlgersclf,and 1 lookbackon those times with 
sappy reminiscence. The tree would be excavated, 
the dirt-encrusted root ball would be wrapped in 
burlap and the route from the front door to the 
living room would be emblazoned with a telling trail 
of pine needles - which would instantly be swept 
away by my mother following at our heels, anned 
to the teeth with her hand-held Oreck vacuum. 
n etired neurosurgeon Dr. Ben Carson 
Tus no stranger to controversy. H e's not 
afraid to speak up about his faith in God 
or to be deemed politically incorrect. In 
light of his boldness, I expected him to 
respond differently to a question posed by a 
Face book user on NB C's ~Meet The Press." 
Host Chuck Todd asked him the ques-
tion: ~Does the Bible have aurhority over 
the Constitution?" 
The Republican presidential candidate 
responded, ~1 think probably what you 
have to do is ask a very specific question 
about a specific passage of the Bible and 
a specific portion of the Constirution. I 
don't think you can answer that question 
other than out of very specific contexts." 
I don't know very specifically what I 
expected him to say, but it was not that. 
H is answer seemed to deviate from the 
Carson style by vaguely answering a 
controversial subject. 
To give a fair evaluation, this was ob-
viously a Mgotcha" question. To answer it 
fully would require extensive explanation, 
therefore a greater number of statements 
to potentially be taken out of context later. 
Carson was wise to defend against someone 
taking a specific portion of the Bible out 
Zoch Holley 
editor·in-chief 
Julie Anne White 
news editor 
of context and using it against him, but 
that's essentially all he did. I was hoping 
to hear something meaningful about his 
perspective on the relationship between his 
morals, society's ethics, the Constitution 
and public policy. 
ln retrospect, I suppose such a complex 
question condensed into an oversimplified 
question desetveS an oversimplified answer. 
Howeve r, at the end of the day, what's 
important is not Carson's answer, but yours. 
So, how might a Christian go about 
answering this question? Let's break it 
down. The three subjects that must be 
addressed are the Bible, the Constirution 
and authority. 
I'm addressing the biblical text first be-
cause I think this portion of my argument 
is the firmest. Some verses that come to 
mind are 1Peter2:13-17,Romans 13:1-7 
and Acts 5:29. What is their consensus? 
We are to be subject to every human in-
stitution for the Lord's sake, there is no 
authority except by God's appointment 
and we must obey God rather than men. 
This is how we might translate these pas-
sages in the discussion: We are subject to 
the Constirution for the Lord's sake. The 
Constitution has authority because God 
allows it to have authority. If obeying God 
means disobeying the Consrirution, then we 
must do so. Arguing that the Constitution 
has authority over the Bible because we 
are supposed to follow its rules is similar 
to saying that your professor has authority 
over H ard ing because you have to follow 
his or her rules in class. 
I would imagine that most members of 
Carson's voter base are not thrilled with 
the idea of violat ing the Constitution. 
His staunchly conservative constituents 
arc likely to be strict constructionists who 
think themselves followers in the footsreps 
of Thomas Jefferson - who would never 
support violating the Constirution (except 
he did). On Sept. 20, 1810,Jefferson wrote 
in response to a question about the duties of 
presidents in extraordinary circumstances: 
"A strict observance of the written laws 
is doubt-less one of the high duties of a 
good citizen, but it is not the highest. The 
laws of necessity, of self-preservation, of 
saving our country when in danger, are of 
higher obligation ... " 
If a deist could think of a circumstance 
where morality demanded violation of 
the Constitution, then certainly we can 
as Christians. 
Finally, we have to deal with the word 
authority. h 's defined as the power or 
right to give orders, make decisions and 
enforce obedience. Whether you believe 
that rights are God-given, natural (a 
product of narure -which God created) 
or nonexistent human constructs (ruling 
out the Constirution), God holds all the 
rights and he clearly holds more power. 
While I can sympathize with the reason-
ing behind Carson's careful answer, I must 
disagree with it. The Bible - unequivocally 
- has authority over the Constirution. 
WILLIAM JACKSON Is a guest 
writer for the Bison. 
He may be contacted at 
wJockson2@hordlng.edu. 
staff 
Not only was this the ultimate Christmas 
adventure for me, bur because the tree could not 
be surrounded with presents until it was lit and 
decorated, rwo o'clock in the morning would 
often find us still watching movies and hanging 
ornaments. 
These days, I don'1 consider myself much of a 
Christmas junkie; I would sooner describe myself 
as a Scrooge of sorts. I consider decorating for the 
holidays as being somewhat pointless and wasteful 
of OOth time and resources. 
But maybe this is because, to me, Christmas 
just isn't Christmas until the 24th. I really do 
love the holiday, and l love Christmas trees. And 
like my dad, I will never allow a fake tree into my 
living room. 
I hope you take rime to discover within yourself 
why this is such a magical time of year. No rwo 
answers will be the same. For me, it might be 
because of the introspection I have done while 
digging holes in December .. 
Nah, still kidding. 
Merry Christmas, friends. 
JOSHUA JOHNSON Is the opinions editor 
for the Bison. 
He may be contacted at 
llohnson4@hording.edu. 
Twitter: @joshJohnson 146 
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The magic of 
DADbox live 
I n 1985, in a suburb of Vancouver, 
Washington, in the back corner 
of a glowing arcade, you'd find him. 
Among the pizza-scented, germ-in-
fested establishment, a bushy-haired, 
skinny boy with glasses larger than his 
face approached the "Galaga" arcade 
console, with one quarter. With that 
quarter, Robert Hailey would play 
for a solid hour or two - gaining 
extra lives faster than he would lose I am the Grinch who stole Christmas 
them. That's right - my young hannah moore 
father devoted his hormone-filled ------------
C hristmas that I finally called it quits was when 
I received a Nutcracker-themed Barbie doll with 
~bookmarks~ that were dearly just the sides of 
the box cut out. 
Shopping malls and specialty stores then 
replace the void in our hearts where Santa once 
left his bun-print. We buy things we don't need. 
We buy things for other people that they don·1 
need. We buy the special canned food for our 
dogs even though they can't tell the difference. 
Half of the scented candles and glittering body 
lotions that you buy Nana Kay are going to sit 
in her basement, and we know this, yet Yankee 
Candle and Bath and Body Works are still open 
for business. 
beginnings to games, games and 
more games. 
As he grew up and had children 
of his own, Robert Hailey would 
find time 10 s i l and play Nintendo 
64 with his little ones. "M ario Kart 
64,""Super Smash Bros." and "Diddy 
Kong Racing"wcre just a few of his 
favorites. 
When November 2002 crune about, 
a new way to play video games had 
been cn.-ated. Microsoft had launched 
uXbox L ive" for the O riginal Xbox 
console. 1hey had done away with 
screen-sharing and moved to allow 
friends to link up over the Internet 
and play in the same game as their 
friends from miles away. Some who 
had only played "local m ultiplayer" 
games were skeptical, and as local 
multiplayt:r games began to disappear, 
people began to revert to playing old 
consoles just for the sake of nostalgia. 
Now don't get me wrong, I love 
retro consoles and to this day I still 
coUect them. But as silly as it sounds, 
"Xbox Live" h as been a gateway to 
more adventures with my family 
back home. My dad and I used to 
always play "Halo: Reach" for the 
guest 
writer 
Simply put, I don't like Christmas. H ate, hate, 
hate. Hate, hate, hate. Double hate. Loathe 
entirely. I like the nice, twinkly lights and the 
biting, cold weather, but neither of those things 
are exclusive to Chrisnnas considering that I hang 
lights in my bedroom all year and the season of 
winter exists. I'll wear the knit sweater featuring 
penguins wearing Santa hats, but underneath 
that slightly itchy and musty facade,] am quite 
literally the Grinch who stole C hristmas. 
As a child, I was never a firm believer in the 
magical powers of Santa Claus. l continually 
questioned his ability to travel to every single 
house at exactly midnight, and I distinctly 
remember asking my mother why the elves 
slaved over my new PoUy Pocket set when they 
could have easily just bought it at the store.1he 
ln high school, I didn't have lhe best judgment 
of character and I ended up dating some not-so-
nice boys.Turns out that three in particular had 
a knack for breaking my heart in the month of 
D i.."'Cember. My mind still associates the hoUday 
season with an all-around unpleasant lo\'C-life 
thanks to Ben, Chris and Sean. At least since 
my senior year of high school, I've been as bitter 
about Christmas as the bite-sized dark chocolate 
Hershey·s that you always mistake for the classic 
milk chocolate one. 
Santa C laus is a ruse to brainwash children 
into behaving. Parents cell children the facrual, 
ye1 fu.m·.i.stical story about the fat stalker who will 
break into their house with his reject, reindi..-cr 
sidekick to give them a dirty lump of coal if they 
arc naughty. Their small, beautiful brains are 
naturally creative at an early age, and they can't 
help but to believe what their parents tell them. 
Children will figure out that Santa is a sham 
eventually, and they wiU begin to realize that 
they'll receive a gift regardless of their behavior 
during the year. 
I fully expect to be forced to live in a garbage 
dump with only a dog for company after this 
article is published, but if I have to hear one 
more verse of"Jingle BeU Rock," I may just 
have to steal all of the presents in Searcy and 
throw them off the side of Bee Rock. Perhaps 
I'U be perpcrually single for the rest of my life 
just because I despi~ Christmas. I don't expect 
my heart to grow three sizes larger any day soon, 
but some small six-year-old girl may change my 
mind one day. 
HANNAH MOORE is a beat reporter 
for the Bison. 
She may be contacted at 
hmoore@hardlng.edu. 
Interested in writing a guest column? 
Contact Joshua Johnson at jjohnson4@harding.edu. 
Xbox 360 together all the way up ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
until I g raduated high school. As I 
transitioned into college, my Xbox 
360 came with me. 
Althoug h I am thousands of 
miles away, I have the ability to link 
up with my dad and my brother all 
the way from Arkansas. Because of 
this technology, we get to continue 
to make memories through conquer-
ing alien races and tearing through 
zombie hordes all while getting 
lectured about why my grades are 
slipping. We get to team up whenever 
we want, as if I had never left. By 
putting on a pair of headphones, I 
am transported b ack to Portland, 
Oregon. It is as ifl h ad never left, 
and that is something that I'm so 
thankful for. 
I have to believe that t his was 
what the creators of ~Xbox Live" 
had hoped for. Not to help teen-
agers get mad at each oth er over 
the microphone and not to provide 
and oudct for cybcr-bullying, but 
instead to g ive the opportunity to 
bring friends and family closer to 
one another. Although I thoroughly 
enjoy playing miles away from my 
fami ly, I am excited this holiday 
season to make memories in the same 
room. No matter what your family 
holiday rraditions are, take them all 
in. For some, being together in the 
same p lace all at once is a luxury at 
this point in life. Eat way too much 
food, laugh until your sides hurt and 
make memories t hat will cling in 
your mind, no matter how far away 
you may be. 
ZACH HAILEY Is the 
editor-In-chief for the Bison. 




honeymoon at Daytona Beach in 1955.They 
went to the dog races, bet a dollar and won 
S30, which was a pile of money back then. So, 
they went back to the dog races the next day, 
bet S30 and lost it all. After deciding to quit 
while they were C\'CO, tht)' never gambled again. 
But it seems every generation of our family 
has to learn that lesson the hard way. So fast 
forward about 30 years to the winter of 1984. 
I'm 12, and we t'.1.ke a vacation for a week to 
G atlinburg, Tennessee, in 1he Great Smoky 
Mountains. I only remember two thinb'S about 
that ttip. One w.i.s a f.mtastic rcstJ.urant called the 
Pancake Pantry-where the apple cinnamon 
pancakes were to die for - and the other w.1.s 
a den ofiniquity called Fanny Farkle's Game 
Room. Which is where my gambling problem 
started and ended all in the same day. 
At the age of 12 - along with everybody 
else in du: 80s - I was hooked on arcade games. 
M y game was "Mrs. Pac· M an."Wherever I 
went, I looked for a "Mrs. Pac-Mann machine 
and must have played hundreds of times. And 
still, I never got past the second level. I was 
awful. No coordination, no timing, nothing. I 
couldn't oumm a pink ghost, for crying out loud. 
But the funny part was that I never really 
enjoyed it, either.As soon as ] put in my quarter, 
my pulse would race, my knuckles would turn 
white, I'd st'.irt to sweat and 20 seconds lacer, 
I'd run into a ghost and die. But the more I 
lost, the more I played. I had all the signs of 
an addict - anxiety, diminish ing pleasure, 
nausea. It really was not the slightest bit fun. 
But it wasn't gambling since I always knew 
I was going to lose. It was just masochism. 
Anyway, we were in Gatlinburg, and my 
brother and 1 went in Fanny Farkle's G ame 
Room. I hear it's still there, corrupting people's 
children. They had video games, of course, but 
they were just there to lure in teenagers to try 
their luck at the other machines. One game in 
The 30-year gambling curse 
michael 
claxton 
particular caught my attention. It was called 
the "Pot of Silver ... 
In this game - fittingly nicknamed a '"coin 
pusher,. - you could look behind the glass 
and see mount'ains of quarters piled up on a 
series of moving levcls.111ere must have been 
hundreds of dollars of quarters in there, and 
some of them were dangling over the edge of 
each level You were supposed to shoot a quarter 
onto the top level, and if it hit in just the right 
place, with just the right amount of force, it 
could - in theory - dislodge millions into 
your hands. And some of those piles were so 
precarious that it looked like if a gnat landed 
on them, they \vould fall. 
Well, I was drawn like a gnat to the flame, 
and I started pumping money into the"Po1 of 
Silver ... I had 10 one-dollar bills, but I started 
out only exchanging one doUar at a time for 
qua.rtt.-rs.1hatw·ay I told myself that I could quit 
any time. The longer I kept shooting quaners 
in, the closer I seemed to gee to an avalanche. 
Any minute I was going to strike it rich. And 
every now and then, a quarter fell off into the 
receptacle - just enough to keep hope alive. 
I won well over 70 cents. But narurally, I j ust 
re-invested my winnings in the game. My 
brother kept giving me pointers on how to 
aim, but I think he was just messing \vith me. 
Now, you couldn't shake the machine, or it 
would cause an alarm, and you'd be escorted 
out. No kid wants word to get around that 
he was thro\vn out ofFanny Farkle's. But you 
wanted to shake it because some of the quarters 
seemed to be hanging by a hair, in defiance of 
gravity. Like James Bond holding onto a ledge 
with his pinky. Looking back, I'm sure they 
were glued or magnetized or something, but 
that didn't occur 10 me then. 1 was never very 
good \vith science. 
In fact, I actually thought gravity might 
be siruational. See, as a kid, whenever I \vas 
around people who smoked, it amazed me how 
they could ha\'C a conversation \vith a cigarette 
dangling on the bottom edge of their lip. And 
it would never fall off. It could hang there for 
hours. So 1 remembered this during the game, 
and 1 thought, "Now, if you threw a quarter 
at the guy's face, I'U bet it would knock that 
cigarette right off,. 
1his was the level of intellect 1 was oper-
ating under. So I kept going. I was possessed 
- clammy forehead, teeth clenched. I went 
through 39 quarters in about eight minutes. 
Fmally,I got down to the last quarter. I thought 
about stopping so I could hold onto two bits 
of dignity, but then I remembered '"Charlie 
and the Chocolate Factory." H e found one 
quarter in the street and look what happened. 
So I thought, ~This is my C harlie moment,~ 
and I put it in the slot. 
I walked back to the hotel, a broken and 
shattered 12-ycar-old, having known the bitter 
aftertaste of folly. "lhe whole experience \Y'dS so 
humiliating that I have never gambled since. 
But it seems that our family has a 30-year curse. 
Last yt:ar mynephew\von a 5100 on a lottery 
ticket, and this whole cycle of nonsense started 
all over again. But at least I can say that on 
that winter trip to Gatlinburg, my gambling 
problem started and end ed in about eight 
minutes. Unfortunately, my problem with 
pancakes has gotten worse. 
MICHAEL CLAXTON Is a guest writer 
for the Bison. 
He may be contacted at 
mc laxtol@hcrdlng.edu. 
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Steph Curry is a machine. 
In litemlly a season and a half, 
he went from a very solid 
NBA player to the league's 
main attraction. What he's 
done is unprecedented, but 
now the question becomes: ls 
he the best basketball player 
in the world today? 
This question is a little 
more reasonable than it was 
last season and here's why: 
while Curry had a great year 
in 2015, we had to sec ifhe 
could carry it over into 2016, 
or if we just caught a glimpse 
of an NBA solar eclipse (a 
guy playing amazingly well 
for a period of time, with no 
explanation, then dropping off 
and never returning to that 
level again.lhink"Linsanity~ 
or Dirk in the 2011 NBA 
playoffs). I think we can all 
go ahead and agree that it 
wasn't a Auke and both he 
and the Warriors are legit, 
considering they are 23-0 
as I write this and haven't 
lost since June. 
There are a couple of 
different ways to look at this 
"who is the best" game we're 
about to play.1be first way is 
straight by the book.. In other 
words, who is the best player, 
pound-for-pound, right now? 
Don't think about the past or 
the future. Right now, who 
is better? ]he second {and 
more fun) way to play, is to 
ask who would you rather 
have both now and for the 
next 10 years? 
We'll play option numero 
uno first, so you people can 
get the answer you came here 
for. Pound-for-pound is Stcph 
the best overall player in the 
NBA today? No, he's not, 
and if you think he is, you 
probably don't know much 
about basketball. ls he the 
most entertaining to watch? 
Absolutely. No contest. l s he 
the hottest ticket in town 
right now? Undeniably, yes. 
However, LcBron is still the 
bestoverallpla)'trinthegame. 
I mean for goodness' sake, he 
rook these Warriors (who we 
have already established are 
becoming historically good) to 
six games in the2015 Finals 
with, basically.JR. Smith and 
the island of misfit mys. The 
way he controls the game 
in all facets still makes h im 
King (pun intended). 
H owever, let's play the 
other version for all you 
Curry-itcs who are, no doubt, 
calling me a blasphemer right 
about now. If you can o nly 
pick one gi1y for your team, 
but you get him right now 
and for the next 10 years, 
who do you take? It's really 
a case of preference, because 
any way you cut it, you're 
going to pick either Curry 
or Anthony Davis (Kawhi 
Leonard is probably third, 
FYI). Coming from a guy 
who plays guard, likes to 
shoot lots of t h rees from 
places 1 probably shouldn't 
and who can see that the 
NBA is a guard-dri\."Cll league 
now, give me Curry all day. 
This guy isn't slowing down 
anytime soon. 
DAVID SAllfY is the spooh 
edrlor!O<lhe 2015 Bison 
He may be contoded at 
dsaley<iillading.edu. 
Twitter. ildsaley24 
BRITTNEY GARRINGEll: ITHE BISON 
Junior guard Andi Haney dribbles past a Southern Nazarene University defender during the Lady Bisons' 70-51 win on Dec. 3, at 
the Rhodes-Reaves Field House. Haney had 15 points, three assists and two steals in the victory. 
Lady Bisons stay unbeaten in GAC 
Harding rolls over SNU, OKBU to improve conference record to 4-0 
By Caleb Rowan 
Asst. Sports Editor 
1he women's basketball team improved to 
4-0 in Great American Conference (GAC) play 
last weekend with two home wins over Southern 
Nazarene University (SNU) and Oklahoma 
Baptist University (OK.BU). 
Balanced scoring led 1he Lady Ubons to a 
70-5 I win over SNU inside the Rhodes-Reaves 
Fieldhouse on Thursday, Dec. 3, as four players 
scored at least 12 points. 
J unior guard Andi Haney, who scored 15 
points in the win, said the team's defensive 
scheme was the key. 
"We've been working on defense because its 
something we can always control,K Haney said. 
"We played good team defense and that gave us 
opportunities offensively as well." 
SNU has been led by junior guard Abby Boyd 
all season, but H aney and the Lady Bison defense 
were able to limit Boyd to just 13 points, five off 
her season average. 
"We knew they had one girl who could go off 
at any time," I-Janey said. "Those teams arc always 
dangerous because if you key on that girl too 
much, you give up easy baskets to other players.~ 
As the Lady Bisons'most experienced player, 
Haney has taken the role of leader this season 
after the team gradu~ucd four seniors a year ago. 
According to sophomore guard Falan Miller, 
Haney has done a good job of picking up the slack. 
"(1 fancy) is normally guarding their best player 
and she just does a lot for the team," Mill er said. 
"We're pretty}O•.mg so it helps to have experience. -
Miller showed her skill in the Lady Bisons' 
81 -70 win over OKBU on Saturday, Dec. 5, by 
sinking a 3-pointer to break a fourth-quarter tie 
and finishing with 18 points. Sophomore forward 
Sydney Layrock led the team with 23 points in a 
game that proved much more competitive than 
1hc SNU victory. 
According to Miller,a mid-game let down on 
the boards allowed OK.BU to get back into the 
game after Harding jumped out to a 13-point 
lead in the first quarter. 
"We su.rted off really well and then kind of 
got in a funk,KMiller said. "We let them get too 
many extra shots.~ 
Haney said she was not surprised by the 
OKBU comeback but was proud of how the 
learn responded. 
"One thing with our conference is you can't 
get a big lead and not expect them to fight back 
because all of the teams are so tough," H aney 
said. -1 was proud of the way the girls fought and 
kept attacking the basket until the end." 
Tied atop the GAC standings, the Lady 
Bisons appear well on their way to a repeat as 
conference champions. I lancy and Miller both 
attest the early success to teamwork, instilled by 
head coach Tim Kirby. 
~coach (Kirby) always docs a realJy good job 
of getting us ready," Haney said. 
Miller agreed and said that everyone has a 
hand in one player's individual success. 
"If(Hancy) didn't drive the ball or (Layrock) 
wasn't posting up down low, I wouldn't get the 
open shots," Miller said. "We're all still learning. 
but it·s always a team effort.-
1hc Lady Bi sons next game is against Christian 
Brothers University in Memphis, Tennessee, on 
Dec. 30 at l p.m. 
Men's basketball falls at the buzzer 
By Dane Roper 
Student Writer 
The men's basketball team wrapped up a 
t hree-game home srand on Monday, Dec. 7, 
with a thriller against Texas A&!vl-Commerce 
(Commen:e).The Bisons fell 89-87 on a last-sec-
ond 3-point jumper 1hat sealed the game for 
Commerce. 
Jun ior guard Will Francis led the team against 
Commerce with a career-high 35 points. Francis 
shot 6- 8 from the 3-point line in the first half, 
and felt that he broke out of a difficult stretch 
during Monday's game. 
~Anytime shots fall, you feel like you're playing 
a lot better than you maybe are, but it was good 
to finally get some shou to fall for me, .. Francis 
said. MMy teammates have encouraged nu:, and 
shooting is a matter of confidence. You just have 
to keep shooting even when you don't feel good 
and shots aren't falling ... 
While the homestand ended with a difficult 
loss, chc Bi sons won nvo conference games against 
Southern Nazarene University and Oklahoma 
Baptist University in their first home games of 
the season. After playing five games on the road 
in November to start the season, the Bisons were 
ready to play at home. 
~we definitely needed to play at home, M senior 
forward John I Judson said. "Five games on the 
road is tough, especially in our conference. It 's 
definitely better 10 get home and get some wins 
under our belt ... 
1he Bisons arc now 3 - 1 against conference 
opponents, which puts them in a good position 
as they move deeper into conference play, Mor-
gan said. While conference wins arc certainly 
important, rhc Bisons faced an even greater 
challenge by playing three games over the course 
of five days in their first homestand of the year. 
KThree games in five days is not really ideal said. ~ I f you keep winning in the tournament, 
because our legs are gone and sometimes we're you're going to play three games in four days. 
tired, .. l-ludson said . KBut Coach (Morgan) has So, hopefully when that time docs come later 
done a good job of managing minutes, and in in the year, we can say we've done this before 
pr.tctices we're getting what we need to get done and we've won ... 
so that we're ready for the games.~ The Bisons closed out ihe semester with a 
P laying three games in five days reflects the rematch against Commerce on Thursday, Dec. 
physical, mental and emotional demands of the 10, in Commerce, Texas, but results were not 
conference tournament, according to Morgan. available at press time. 1bc team will look to 
"Coach Morgan schedules games dose to each build on the experience of t his early-season 
other so we can kind of simulate a conference game-loaded schedule as the conference tour-
toumament or an NCAA tournament, .. Francis nament draws near. 
BRITTNEY GAll:ll:INGEll: I THE BISON 
Junior guard Will Francis drives through Southern Nazarene University defenders during 
the Bisons 86-57 win on Dec. 3. Francis had 35 points in Monday's loss to Commerce. 
AMANDA FLOYD I THE BISON 
Freshman AJyssa Harrell of Ko Jo Kai drives past junior Katrina Weir of Delta Nu during a women's large club A team game on Dec. 2. Chi Omega Pi leads 
the women's large club A team standings with 24 points heading into the spring semester, while Iota Chi leads the small c lub standings with 27 points. 
Club sports finish fall schedule, look towards spring 
Chi Omega Pi, TNT lead large club; Lambda Chi Theta, Iota Chi sit atop small club 
By David Salley 
Sports Editor 
At the end of the first 
semester, Chi Omega Pi and 
T NT lead the club sports 
standings for women's and 
men's large club A team, 
respectively. 
Chi Omega Pi is off to 
its best star! in years on the 
back of championships in 
flag football and basketball, 
which has helped carry 
them to 24 points and a 




On the firs1 nig ht of 
2015, we college football 
lovers across the nation sat 
stunned on our sofas as a 
revived Ohio State ream rode 
the back of its third-string 
quarterback (and some guy 
named Ezekiel Elliott) to 
an upset o f rop- ra nked 
Kai and Zeta Rho who are 
both tied for second place 
with 20 points. 
MWe are so proud of 
our girls," Chi Omega Pi 
athletic director sophomore 
Raianne Mason said. '"Two 
club championships were 
so much more than we 
cou ld've asked for. Our 
girls love spon s and every 
time they play they give it 
all they have. T hey show 
such great sportsmanship 
at every game and they've 
Alabama in the Sugar 
Bowl. Earlier in the day we 
may have chuckled a little 
during the Rose Bowl as 
Jameis Winston fell over, 
Jimbo Fisher fumed and 
Oregon took advantage 
of fou r-st raight Florida 
State turnovers to beat the 
defending champs 59-20. 
Tilcse two games marked 
the beginning of a new era. 
For the fi rs t t ime in the 
history of college football, 
a playoff system had been 
installed. And, 11 days 
later, the Buckeyes beat 
the Ducks to win the in-
augural College Football 
Playoff (CFP) National 
C hampionship. 
shown me wha1 it means 
to be a Christian athle1e. 1 
have been so blessed to be 
their athletic director and 
am incredibly excited to sec 
how we do in the coming 
semester." 
On the men's side, TNT 
has jumped out to the first 
semester lead after winning 
volleyball and their second 
consecutive bas ke tball 
cha mpionship. T he boost 
from the two titles, coupled 
with a runner-up fin ish in 
Now we fi nd ourselves 
approaching the second 
edition of the C FP, which 
starts with the semifinals 
on New Year's Eve. Four 
teams have a chance to do 
what Oh io State did last 
year (but won't do this year, 
sorry Buckeye fans) and nab 
the coveted C FP National 
C hampions h ip Trophy: 
Clemson, Alabama, Mich-
igan State and Oklahoma. 
The 4-seed in the playoff 
is Oklahoma. The Sooners 
won the ~Big tr outright 
with an 11-1 record, despite 
losing to 5-7 Texas. We'll 
call it a fluke because it 
was a rivalry game, and also 
because this team is really 
flag football has left them winning two of the three in both volleyball an d 
with 28 points to start the spon s so far, but we know basketball. 
year. They are trailed closely next semester is going to be New men's club Lambda 
by Sub-T 16, who won the tough, so we have to keep Chi Theta leads in men's 
flag football title for the playing our best and try to small club A team with 28 
second st raight year, and keep up the success in the points, which includes the 
currently sit within strik- spring." flag football championship 
ing distance at 24 points In small dub A ream, Iota and a triple-overlime win 
afler a runner-up fi nish in C hi leads for the women's against Sigma Nu Epsilon 
basketball . side, with 27 points and the to claim 1he basketbal l 
'"We played really well volleyball and basketball title. Omega Phi claimed 
this semester," junior T NT championships. Phi Kappa second place, as well as the 
ath letic direc tor M ark Delta sits in second place volleyball championship, 
Claiborne said. "We're with 22 points, highlighted on their way to 25 points 
obviously very happy with by second place fini shes in the first semester. 
good. Quarterback Baker Connor Cook, 1his team offensively with H eisman 
Mayfield and runningback is very dangerous. candidate Deshaun Watson 
Samaje Perine have th e Alabama is the 2-seed at quarterback. Head coach 
offense scoring at will, and in this year's playoff after Dabo Swinney always seems 
the defense looks vastly winning another SEC to be a master of motivating 
improved from a year ago. C hampionship. The Tide his team and getting them 
After winning the Big Ten is physical and has more ready to play in big games. 
Championship last week, talent on the offensive and The one question with this 
Michigan State clinched a defensive line than anyone team is whether they can \\in 
playoff spot as the 3-secd. in the country. Add to that the battle in the trenches. 
The defensive - minded a Heisman candidate run- If they play physical on the 
Spartans typically don't get ningback, head coach Nick defensive side oft he ball, a 
many style points but head Saban and the confidence 15-0 season is very possible. 
coach Mark Dantonio always that comes with having won So on the last day of 
seems to find a way to get it three of the last six national 2015, make an early New 
done. Let's be honest, this championships, and you Year's resolurion to watch 
teamisfortunatetobchere have a recipe for success more football, and join us 
(ahem, Michigan punter). The only unbea te n on the sofa to watch fou r 
But if they have success team and number 1-seed great teams battle it out 
running the ball to open is Clemson. The Tige rs while the ball drops in the 
up big- t ime quarterback arc virtually unstoppable background. 
'~ :lN..K ,, Kelsey Taylor Jacob Stripling Belle Blickenstaff Blake McNalr David Pencarhina 
Track Baseball Cheerleader Basketball Track 
Our Athletes' Views 
on Pop Culture 
' uestiions 
Ohio vis ting I would have to say If you could spend my mom 's North Pole. New York. 
Hawaii. I 've been Colorado. 
Christmas anywhere In once and would 
the world, where would 
family.. love to go back. 
ltbe? 
National 
Christmas Miracle on It's a Wonderful Ell. Lampoon's 
Favorite Christmas movie? 34th Street. Life. Christmas Vacation. Vacation. 
Song you wlll have on repeat Love Yourself 
I don't be/Ne Sorry- Let's go with Sorry by 
while studying for finals? by Justin Bieber. 
in studying for theBiebs. Jingle Bell Justin Bieber. 
finals. Rock. 
Favorite family Christmas Going to see When al/ my Watching 
Going to Silver We get to open 
Christmas lights. family gives me Christmas Story 
Dollar City to see a present a 
tradition? the Christmas 
presents. on repeat. 
lights. 
day early. 
Harding alumni Greg Nuckols and Lyndsey Ruble Nuckols were featured in 
Forbes on line magazine for their development of strengtheory.com. The website 
includes articles that educate readers about how to improve physical fitness. 
By Joshua Johnson 
Opinions Editor 
On Nov. 29, Fo rbes 
online magazine featured 
H arding alumn i Greg 
Nuckols and Lynd sey 
Rubl e Nuckols in an 
article titled "'How Three 
Young Entreprene urs 
Hacked Their Work Lives 
to Follow Their Dreams." 
The Nuckols' website, 
www.strengrheory.com, 
has become an Internet 
watering hole for those 
dedicated to improving 
th e m se lves through 
physical fitness training. 
N uckols has developed 
a reputation fo r writing 
in-depth articles that can 
reach up to 5,000 words, 
according to Forbes. 
Nuckols,23,graduated 
from H arding in 2014 
with a degree in exercise 
science. At that po int 
in time, Nuckols sa id 
he already had a blog in 
wh ich he informed and 
educated hi s followers 
on the science behind his 
success in power-lifting. 
H owever, Nuckols sa id 
the website, then www. 
grcgnuckols.com, did not 
take off until his wife, Ruble 
Nuckols, a communication 
major, started working with 
him last year, after which 
hi s site traffic increased 
three-fold. 
"'The stuff I wrote in 
that first year or tw'O, those 
early posts, they've moscJy 
been switched co private 
now," Nuckols said. "In 
my opinion, they were just 
irredeemably bad." 
Ru ble Nuckols sa id 
that one of the keys to 
their success has been 
prioritizing quality over 
quantity. 
"There's a lot of fitness 
information out there, and 
a lot of it is just terrible," 
Ruble Nuckols said. "It's 
just people repeating the 
same things over and 
over agai n. Our content 
has never been like that. 
There's always something 
new ... so that people are 
always thinking about 
something they haven't 
thought about before." 
Another factor that dif-
fu-entiares www.strengheoiy. 
com from other fitness sites 
is the availabilityoflong-
fo rm material, providing 
research and deeper insight 
for those dedicated to the 
American Sign Language class offered in spring 
By Savanna OIStefano sign language really, but about three months ago. 
Features Editor it's my first language. It's "Regardless of what 
She stood in a white what I dream in; when 1 your major is, (or) what 
gown behind doors which dream, I don't dream of you're planning to do, 
would open to an aisle people talking, I dream you're going to encounter, 
leading to her groom . of people signing. I didn't at some point, a person 
H er father was beside realize that it was different from the Deaf Commu-
her, and, in American becauseirsnonnalforme." nity," Dr. Dan Tullos, 
Sign Language (AS L), Woodroof said she and professor and chair for 
he communicated his hersiblingsstillpreferto the Communication 
last-minute thoughts. communicate with each Sciences and Disorders 
"Youknow,l'msurprised otherinASL ratherthan Department, sa id. "If 
you married a hearing verbally because it comes you're able to interact 
person," he signed. "1 more naturally. with them in some way, 
thought you would marry "My parents were really shape or form, then you 
someone like you -deaf" aware that we could hear have provided a service." 
Shelookedatherfather, and tr ied to make sure AccordingtotheWorld 
puzzled. "I'm not deaf," we had exposure to that, Federation of the Deaf, 
she signed. "I'm hearing." but at the same time we approximately 70 million 
"I know, but inside didn't talk at the dinner deaf people use ASL as a 
you're deaf," her father table ... that wasn't our first language. Woodroof 
signed. language, everyone didn't said her most prominent 
Debbie Woodroof, who speak," Woodroof said . experiences of interpreting 
will teach American Sign "We never spoke when come from medical and 
Debbie Woodroof is returning to teach American Sign Language (ASL) for 
the Communication Sciences and Disorders Department in spring 2016. 
Woodroof was raised with ASL as her first language and has been a certtfi-
cied interpreter for 40 years. 
Language in the spring, our parents were present." court. 
wasraisedinahousehold Woodroofbeganinter- "For me, be ing an 
that spoke ASL. Though pretingwhile she attended interpreter in the com-
she and her siblings have Oh lone Community muniryforso many years, 
the ability to hear, both College in California and 1 see how valuable it is to 
of her parents were born has been a certified ASL communicate,"Woodroof said the Communications need in communities and when spoken, according 
deaf. interpreter for 40 years. said. "When you don't Sciences and Disorders interpreters are always to Woodroof. 
"I'm more deaf inside She taught ASL I and have full communication Dcparnnentplans to offer desperately needed." "Most, if not all, deaf 
than I am hearing," ASL II for 13 years at access, it's a very scary ASLIIandillinfoUowing Woodroofsaidshewill peopledon'tseethemselves 
Woodroof said. "When Harding before she and place to be." semesters and to establish teach the course using as broken or needing 
I think, l think in sign herhusbandmovedtoltaly lheASLielectivewas an interpreting training onlyASL.ASLisnotthe fixing," Woodroof said. 
language and when J to teach English using the added into the catalog for program for any major. same as signing English, "Deaf people feel sorry for 
can' t spell something Bible with Avanci Italia spring 2016 before the end "We are a mission-based but equ ivalent to learn- hearing people, that you 
J finger spe ll it in my through College Church of October. Three sections university,"Tu ll os said. ing a foreign language, can't partic ipate in their 
mind. I didn't realize it of Chr ist. The coupl e of ASL I are avai lable .. We are looking fo r ways in which sen tences are world; it's all a matter of 
until I started teaching moved back to Searcy for next semester. Tullos to go out and fulfill a structured differently than perspective." 
Social club produces video to fundraise for Waldrons 
By Jordan Doyle 
Beat Reporter 
"The beginning of (' We Are the 
World') says, 'There comes a time when 
we heed a certain call ,"' junior Knights 
member Cody Cottrell sa id . "'It seems 
like in this case that the certain call is 
Harrison." 
This thought is what led men's social 
club Knights to make a music video in 
dedication to 2014 Harding alumnus 
and former Knights member Harrison 
Waldron. 
What started off as simply wanting 
to remake the music video for the 1985 
hit song, "'We Are the World," quickly 
turned into a dedication . As members 
listened to the words, Waldron and his 
medical situation came to mind. 
In August, Waldron was involved 
in an ATV accide nt and suffered from 
extensive brain damage. One of the 
directors of the video, Knights senior 
member Zach Hailey, said he wanted 
the song to remind people of Waldron 
and to raise awareness for his situation. 
''As months go on, it can be easy to 
forget, especially since he is improving," 
H ailey said. "W e wanted to remind 
everyone that this is still going on and 
that he is still pushing himself to the 
limits to heal." 
New and old Knights members alike 
ga thered together Nov. 15 and 18 in 
order to make the video. Sophomore 
Knights member Jordan Huntley said it 
was an unforgettable experience seeing 
the new members participate even if 
they did not know Waldron. 
"It made me smile, gave me ch ills 
and made me very proud to be part of 
such a loving family," H untley said. 
Hailey said the comedic moments 
of the video mixed well with the bal-
lad parts of the song. Junior Knights 
member Mitchell Brooks agreed. 
"We wanted there to be something 
where people could laugh at and have 
fun with while also being able to do 
something to help,"Brooks said. "I thi nk 
we all hope that Harri son will be able 
to watch ic and know Knights are all 
still thinking about him and looking 
for new ways to help." 
According to Hailey, the newest way 
to help Waldron now is by purchas-
ing sweatshirts. Hailey designed the 
white crewncck sweatshi rts to parody 
COURTESY OF CHANCE GOWAN 
In this still taken from the video, sophomore Ronnie Clements sings during 
the men's social club Knights music video parody of "We are the World." The 
video was created as a dedication for alumnus Harrison Waldron and promotes 
a fundraiser for the Waldron family. 
the "USA for AFRlCA" sweatshirts 
rhat some arrists wore in the original 
music video. 
Hailey said the club goal is to sell 
at least 500 sweatshirts by the end of 
Christmas break. 
As of press time 15,130 has been 
raised.To buy a sweatshirt, visit www. 
booste r.com/help-raise-money-for-
harri son-and-hayley- waldron. All 
proceeds go toward Waldron's medical 
bills and other expenses . 
'Well, are you comin'?' 
By Zach Hailey The train screeched and 
Editor-in-Chief lurched forward as the con-
"On Christmas Eve many 
years ago, I laid quietly in my 
bed. I did not rustle the sheets, 
I breathed slowly and silently. 
l was listening for a sound 1 
was afraid I'd never hear- the 
sound of Santa's sleigh bells." 
Last week, my wife and 
another couple rushed to our 
cars all dressed in pajamas and 
drove three hours to climb 
aboard a train we never thought 
we'd sec. The Grenada Railroad 
Polar Express train ride in 
Batesville, Mississippi, aims to 
make the magic of the movie 
"The Polar Express" a reality 
for children and adults alike. 
Passengers are encouraged to 
wear pajamas on the train car 
to the North Pole. 
The four of us climbed aboard 
the old train car, greeted by the 
conductor and the hobo from 
the film, who were kind enough 
to take a picture with us. 
It was one of the most 
magical things I have ever 
seen. Christmas lights coiled 
around the overhead luggage 
compartments, presents lined 
the ,vaJk.,vays and the soundtrack 
from the movie could be heard 
overhead. Each table, with four 
seats to a table, included four 
hardy mugs, which we got to 
take with us , with the words 
"Hot, H ot, H ot C hocolate" 
inscribed on the backs. 
d uctor's voice came over the 
intercom. 
"Your attention please," 
h e sajd. "Are there any Polar 
Express passengers in need of 
refreshment?" 
Immediately, the on-board 
chefs began to move down the 
aisle and encouraged the chil-
dren to come dance with them 
to the song "Hot Chocolate" 
from the movie. When the 
song was finished, the chefs 
delivered hot chocolate to each 
of our mugs. 
W e passed several homes 
and neighborhoods decorated 
\vith Christlnas lights and lawn 
decorations. As the four of us 
admired the passing houses, a 
recording of Chris Van Alls-
burg, the author of"The Polar 
Express" book, spoke over the 
intercom. The author began to 
recite the lines of the picture 
book as train attendants walked 
down the aisle with the picrure 
book in hand. 
W e listened as the soothing 
sound of Allsburg's voice put 
us in a trance. From the back 
of the train, the conductor 
called out, "Tickets, please." I 
reached into my robe pocket 
and pulled out my golde n 
ticket. The conductor came to 
our booth and looked down at 
the table of 21 -year-olds. 
"Ticket, please." 
The Polar Express Train Ride has been open since November, and will run untll Dee. 27. Tickets are 
on sale at www.grenadapolarexpressride.com. 
I handed it over. Just when I thought the ride 
"What's your name, son?" couldn't get any better, the train 
"Uh, Zach." stopp<dandSanticlimbedaboard 
With great speed he punched When he made it to our table, he 
the lettcr"Z"into my ticket, then knelt down in fiontof us. He was 
handed it back to me. I could perfect. From the huge belly to 
not believe it. I was in Chrisonas the platinum white beard, I looked 
heaven.Just then, the hobo burst Santa right in the eye. 
in and began to tell us that we "Havcyoubecngood this)ell?" 
were getting close to the North I froze. He burst out laugh -
Pole. We looked out the\vindow ing at the lack of my response. 
ofthetrainandsure enough,there I fina lly respo nded with a 
was a little town all lit up, with resounding "yes," but I'm no t 
elves and Santa by his sleigh. H e sure he even no ticed. E ach of 
wavedto usaswealltookas many us received a genuine sleigh 
picrures as we cou1d. bell from Santa's sleigh . M y life 
was complete in that moment. 
On our way back to the station, 
I couldn't get the smile o ff of 
my face. As much as the ride 
was directed at children, it was 
one of the most fulfilling and 
well-conducted events I've ever 
participated in. 
I would hig hly recommend 
this ride to gro ups of friend s 
who are looking to get into 
the C h r is tmas spiri t. F irst 
class train tickets co ride the 
Polar Express are available on 
the company's s ite a t www. 
grenadapolarexpressride.com. 
A long time ago, in the lives of faculty not far away ... 
Students are excited about the new 'Star Wars VII,' but the legacy extends before their time 
By Julie Anne White 
News Editor 
While plenty of students may 
have plans to catch the new ~Star 
Wars VU: The Force Awakens" 
rated PG- 13 over Christmas break 
after its release on Dec. 18, they 
won't be the only Bisons in the 
theaters. Several &culty members 
are big &ns of the series that spans 
generations. 
Assistant professor of English 
Nathan H enton said his love of 
the movies originates from the 
compelli ng s toryline and the 
relatable characters. 
~1 do really love the stories and 
the characters - the likable ones 
are really likable, even if they are 
rough around 1he edges (Han shot 
first), and the evil ones are really, 
really scary," Henton said. "There's 
also a family element involved: my 
parents, especially my dad, took 
me 10 see the original trilogy in 
theaters, and all of my siblings 
love the series, 100.lt's something 
we can still do together." 
Associate professor of histoTy 
Julie H arris echoed H enlon's 
sentiments. 
"I love fantasy fi ction and 
a great story arc," HarTis said. 
"There is a grand odyssey sort 
of adventure with every clement 
tha1 stories should have. 1 love 
all of those clements. (George) 
Lucas infused them with magic 
and created characters that just 
resonate." 
Harris said for her, loo, enjoying 
the "Star WaTs" films is a family 
aff.lir. For previous Halloweens she, 
her husband and her two-year-old 
son James have dressed up as"Star 
Wars" chan1cters. H arris dressed 
as Gen. Leia from the new film 
this year, and researched stills 
of actress Carrie Fisher released 
from the movie to make suTc her 
costume was accurate. Harris' 
son's nursery is decorated with 
a spacecraft, a mobile of Lego 
Star Wars planets and an R2-D2 
diaper pail. 
Harris said she and her siblings 
plan to go with their families to 
sec the new film over C hristmas 
break. 
"I think that's part of the joy 
of ii for my genen.tion," Harris 
said. "I get to be immersed in 'Star 
Wars' one more time." 
Assistant professor of political 
science and public administration 
Lori Klein said she and her family, 
including sons junior Sam Klein 
and freshman Seth Klein and her 
husband Kevin Klein, chair of the 
department of history, will catch 
the movie. Lori Klein said she is 
not worried about the fate of the 
next trilogy, because "Srar Wars" 
is safe in Disney's capable hands. 
"These people know what 
they arc doing in the realm of 
entertainment,~ Lori Klein said. 
Nonecheless, Lori Klein pointed 
out that the original movies take 
the cake. 
"The originals arc more depen-
dent upon acting and narrative, 
the newer movies arc more about 
special effects,· Lori Klein said. 
Henton ag reed that th e 
originals arc much more more 
groundbreaking. 
"lh<origllul lrilogyofurupcrio< 
to the prequel trilogy in just about 
every respect," Henton said. "Yes, 
the special effects are somewhat 
low-tech, but that also makes them 
look real. Compare that to the pre-
quel trilogy, which often looks like 
real actors have been dropped into 
an animated world. The prequels 
have bad CGI that's desperately 
trying not to look like CGI and 
failing miserably. Yoda just looks 
more realistic as a glorified Muppet 
than he docs as a digitll character." 
Henton said he also plans on 
seeing the latest movie over break, 
and he has high hopes that it will 
live up to its predecessors. 
"I'm very excited by what I've 
seen in the previews," Henton said. 
"I trust (dirccror) J.J. Ahn.ms to 
deliver, not just bcciuse of his other 
work, but because he's a fan of the 
series. Back when Disney bought 
Lucasfi.lm - and, like many others, 
I was worried about that move - I 
read an article that pointed out that 
one reason for fans to be happy 
about the purchase is that George 
Lucas created the series but didn't 
fully underst:md what he had. Fans 
do undcrst-,md what ~Star VJars"is, 
and now they're in charge." 
